### WOMEN’S AND GENDER STUDIES

**SPRING 2019**

Questions Email: kfalconeralhindi@unomaha.edu

---

- **WSGT1950- BLACK WOMEN IN AMERICA**
  - 001 LEC Jones Margaret  
    - TTH 10 AM - 11:15 AM
- **WSGT2000- TOPICS IN GENDER, LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE (GENDER IDENTITY WRITING)**
  - 001 LEC KEISNER, JODY  
    - MW 2:30PM - 3:45PM
- **WSGT2010 - INTRODUCTION TO WOMEN’S AND GENDER STUDIES: SOCIAL & BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE**
  - 002 LEC Young, Lori  
    - MW 1 pm - 2:15pm
  - 850 LEC Hitchins, Jessi  
    - Online
- **WSGT2020- INTRODUCTION TO WOMEN’S AND GENDER STUDIES: HUMANITIES**
  - 001 LEC Cripe, Dawn  
    - TTh 1pm - 2:15pm
  - 850 LEC Cripe, Dawn  
    - Online
  - 002 LEC Arbelaez, Maria  
    - T 4:00pm - 5:15pm
- **WSGT3020 - GENDER AND LEADERSHIP I**
  - 850 LEC Lindburg, Jaclyn  
    - Online
- **WSGT3080 - HEALTH CONCEPTS OF SEXUAL DEVELOPMENT**
  - 001 LEC Jawed-Wessel, Sofia  
    - W 2:30pm - 3:45pm
- **WSGT3390 - WOMEN, CRIME AND JUSTICE**
  - 001 LEC Kulig, Teresa  
    - MW 2:30pm - 3:45pm
  - 850 LEC Garman, Julie  
    - Online
- **WSGT4010- SENIOR SEMINAR**
  - 001 LEC Falconer Al-Hindi, Karen  
    - Th 11:30 am - 2:10pm
  - 850 LEC Falconer Al-Hindi, Karen  
    - Online
- **WSGT4020- INTERNSHIP IN WOMEN’S STUDIES**
  - 001 PRA Falconer Al-Hindi, Karen  
    - TBA
- **WSGT4030 - GENDER AND LEADERSHIP II**
  - 850 LEC Toman, Regina  
    - Online
- **WSGT4070-GENDER AND LEADERSHIP: COMMUNITY ACTION PROJECT**
  - 850 LEC Ward, Lauren  
    - Online
- **WSGT4150 GEOGRAPHY, GENDER AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP**
  - 850 LEC Falconer Al-Hindi, Karen  
    - Online
- **WSGT4550 - HEALTH ASPECTS OF AGING**
  - 001 LEC Adler, Marcia  
    - M 5:30pm - 8:10pm
- **WSGT4990- INDEPENDENT STUDY**
  - 001 LEC Falconer Al-Hindi, Karen  
    - TBA
  - 002 LEC Falconer Al-Hindi, Karen  
    - TBA
- **WGST8156 - GEOGRAPHY, GENDER AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP**
  - 850 LEC Falconer Al-Hindi, Karen  
    - Online